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Abstract 

Khalifa Bashir. Development and ways of implementation of the international 

investment Project “Shopping mall construction” in Ghana. The paper examines the 

current state and trends of the Ghanaian Economy over the past ten years. The Republic 

of Ghana is one of the most   successful countries in Africa as a whole, showing high 

rates of economy. Ghana has a market-based economy with moderately hardly any 

arrangement obstructions to exchange and interest in correlation with different nations 

in the locale, and Ghana is supplied with regular assets. Ghana's economy was 

reinforced by 25 years of generally stable administration, a serious business condition, 

and continued decreases in destitution levels, however as of late has endured the 

outcomes of free monetary strategy, high spending plan and current record shortages, 

and a deteriorating cash. In spite of the fact that the nation is encountering quick 

development, Ghana is running a huge monetary shortfall and a huge parity of 

installments shortage. Ghana's economy is the second greatest in West Africa and it is 

blasting aided by solid fares of cocoa, gold and oil. Ghana is one of Africa's most 

settled vote based systems with a background marked by free races and changes in 

government between the principle parties The calculations of the need for investment 

resources are given, the organizational and legal form of the created enterprise is 

substantiated, as well as the calculations of the main indicators that made it possible to 

evaluate the investment attractiveness of the proposed project. 

 

Keywords: Labor, Sustainable enterprises, Migration, Investment climate of Ghana 

economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Анотація 

Халифа Башир Розробка та шляхи здійснення міжнародних 

інвестиційПроект «Будівництво торгових центрів» у Гані.У статті досліджено 

сучасний стан та тенденції ГаниЕкономіка за останні десять років. Республіка 

Гана - одна з найуспішнішихкраїн Африки в цілому, що демонструє високі темпи 

економічності. Гана має ринкову економіку з помірно навряд чи будь-якими 

перешкодами для домовленостей щодо обміну та зацікавленості у взаємозв'язку з 

різними країнами в країні, а Гана постачається регулярними активами. Економіка 

Гани була підкріплена 25-річним загалом стабільним адмініструванням, 

серйозним станом бізнесу та продовженням зменшення рівня знедоленості, однак 

з пізнім терміном витримали результати вільної монетарної стратег, високий 

план витрат та поточний дефіцит рекордів та погіршення грошових коштів. 

Незважаючи на те, що нація стегаться з швидким розвитком, в Гані 

спостерігається величезний дефіцит грошових коштів та величезний паритет 

дефіциту платежів.Економіка Гани є другою за величиною в Західній Африці, і їй 

допомагають тверді ціни на какао, золото та нафту. Гана - одна з найбільш 

урегульованих африканських систем, заснованих на голосуванні, що має ознаки 

вільних перегонів та змін уряду між основними партіями. Дано розрахунки 

потреби в інвестиційних ресурсах, обґрунтована організаційно-правова форма 

створеного підприємства. як розрахунки основних показників, які дали 

можливість оцінити інвестиційну привабливість запропонованого проекту. 

 

Ключові слова: робоча сила, стійкі підприємства, міграція, інвестиційний клімат 

Гани. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ghana, a West African nation South of Sahara, has been of enormous excitement to the 

general framework as for business openings. Current individuals is around 28 million, 

with the youthful (under 25) framing an overarching bit of 57% of the firm masses. 

About 70% of affiliations arrange in the nation are in the nice part, in a manner of 

speaking, humbler extension, little and medium undertakings. As a lower network pay 

Country, Ghana heaves out business openings which are made subject to what is 

required to make and build up the economy. Over the span of the last 10 to 15 years, 

diverse overall affiliations have settled camp in Ghana, and some are up to this point 

coming in. This is in opposition to the case around 20 years sooner when just few 

multinationals or the business world gave Ghana and even Africa any possibility 

whatsoever. Retail division has seen a gigantic fix up; Ghana at present boasts around 7 

condition of verbalizations of the human experience, world class strip shopping centers, 

five of which are sited in various regions in the capital, Accra. The strip shopping 

centers have become targets for overall retailers, for example, Bata, Payless, Shoprite 

and Game superstore to give a couple of models. Sprightliness industry is additionally 

affecting and Ghana is starting at now home to comprehensive lodgings, for example, 

Marriott's and Holiday Inn correspondingly as International Food brands, for example, 

KFC, Burger King and Pizza Hut. Discussing Financial Services Industry, International 

protection brands like Prudential, Allianz, and Old shared have set up branches in 

Ghana over the range of the most recent couple of years there is in like way a 

staggering improvement in African work area class buyers, which gives an 

incomprehensible market to affiliations. Current infiltration of headway has made the 

Ghanaian turf flooding for Business. PDA infiltration with front line mobile phones has 

moved at a splitting rate and at present stands in any event at 113% entry. This 

determines each individual in Ghana has telephones, with some ensuring various. Web 

speed is known to be one of the snappiest in Africa with 4G associations worked by 

significant media 3 Transmission affiliations. Web entrance ricocheted from 5% in 

2011 to over 33% in 2017. Movements in modernized bit structures are the rage of the 

day right now, and segment for item and undertakings is giving signs of Improvement, 



 

 

less troublesome and logically guaranteed about by techniques for creative bleeding 

edge tech things.  

Ghana's macroeconomic circumstance has improved over the range of the latest three 

years under its general perceive office understanding for the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF), which enveloped with April 2019. The monetary shortfall has obliged, 

developing has slipped, and GDP improvement has bobbed back, driven basically by 

increments in oil creation. Ghana's economy is predicted to make 8.8 percent in 2019, 

as showed by the IMF, resulting to creating more than 8 percent in 2017 and an 

ordinary 5.6 percent in2018. Regardless, the economy remains fundamentally subject 

to the affirmation of basic things, for example, gold, cocoa, and oil/gas, and in this way 

is feeble against likely stoppages in the general economy and thing esteem dazes. The 

Government of Ghana is planning to isolate and industrialize, explicitly through agro-

preparing, mining, and gathering. It has made attracting remote direct hypothesis (FDI) 

a need to help its industrialization structures and thrashing a yearly foundation 

financing hole of at any rate USD 1.5 billion. While the economy is doing regularly 

well, high government duty, low government pay, and high centrality costs remain 

difficulties. Ghana has masses of 30 million with 6,000,000 possible inhabitants of 

which just 2, 000, 00015  

 

As Ghana would like to move past dependence on outside guide, it must build up a 

strong private compensation base. On the imperativeness front, Ghana has enough 

familiar power making limit with fulfill stream need, anyway it needs to make the 

expense of power powerfully reasonable through progressively persuading association 

regarding its capacity dissipating structure and expanding of its vitality orchestrate, 

including through viable power source. Among the difficulties crushing outside direct 

undertaking are: a severe association, over the top and bothersome money related 

associations, youthful structure, questionable property laws, an exorbitant effect and 

water deftly, the huge expenses of cross-outskirts exchange, a moving course of action 

condition, nonattendance of straightforwardness, and an awkward work influence. 

Essential of laws and approaches is fragile. Open acquisitions are diminish and there 



 

 

are consistently issues with surrendered partitions. Besides, there are upsetting models 

in adventure framework all through the most recent five years, with the entry of close 

by substance governs in the oil division and the force segment. Dismissing these 

difficulties, Ghana's boundless foul materials (gold, cocoa, and oil/gas), security, and 

political adequacy make it stand isolated as one of the better regions for eagerness for 

sub-Saharan Africa. The speculation condition in Ghana is sufficiently inviting to 

outside undertaking. There is no abuse outside had affiliations. Speculation laws secure 

analysts against appropriation and nationalization and affirmation that money related 

bosses can move benefits out of the nation. Ghana recognizes a lower level of sullying 

than that of some regional assistants, in spite of the way that affiliations have 

announced a raised degree of defilement in outside undertakings. Among the most 

promising sections are agribusiness; food management; materials and attire; 

downstream oil, gas, and minerals preparing; and mining-related associations 

subsectors. The association has seen the need to build up a connection with conditions 

to attract FDI, and is making sense of how to revive the administrative framework and 

improve the ease of coordinating, keep up monetary control, fight corruption, and 

advance better straightforwardness and commitment. 

 

GHANA ECONOMY:   

THE CURRENT SITUATION, IMPROVEMENT TRENDS AND MAJOR 

ISSUES 

1.1. General characteristics of the development of the Ghanaian economy over the last 

10 years. Ghana's economy is the second greatest in West Africa and it is blasting aided 

by solid fares of cocoa, gold and oil. Ghana is one of Africa's most settled vote based 

systems with a background marked by free decisions and changes in government 

between the primary gatherings.  

 

The dispatch of unrefined petroleum creation at the Jubilee oil field in 2011 joined with 

a solid presentation of the gold and cocoa part supported Ghana's genuine GDP 

development to 15% in 2011 and 7.9% in 2012. Ghana trusts that this development will 



 

 

be supported with the assistance of an extending administration division. The economy 

keeps on pulling in FDI, helped by the possibility of rising oil and gas creation.  

 

In spite of the fact that the nation is encountering fast development, Ghana is running 

an enormous financial shortage and a huge equalization of installments shortfall. In 

spite of developing incomes from the oil and gas area the financial deficiency bounced 

to 11.5% of GDP in 2012 as the administration expanded spending on open division 

wages and endowments before the 2012 political decision. Open obligation level rose 

to 56% of GDP in 2012, up from 33% of GDP in 2008.  

 

To a great extent attributable to high capital imports for the improvement of framework 

and the oil division the present record for Ghana has been in shortfall for the most 

recent decade. The deficiency is required to arrive at 11.6% of GDP in 2013. Outer 

obligation is additionally on the ascent moving to 34% of GDP in 2013. Ghana's fare 

base is focused on ware sends out with gold, oil and cocoa representing 75% of all out 

fares.  

 

A drawn out time of low world ware costs would squeeze the nation's outside and 

monetary records. In their report on the Ghana economy distributed in 2013, the IMF 

revealed "the centralization of fares in three items-gold, cocoa, and oil-makes the 

economy helpless against terms of exchange stuns." Indeed in 2014, Ghana needed to 

request IMF support in view of its unreasonable parity of installments shortage.  

 

Expanding wages and vitality costs and the impacts of a debilitating cash that builds 

import costs has implied that swelling in Ghana has expanded to a 3-year high of 11% 

in May 2013. Ghana's money has been one of Africa's most exceedingly terrible 

entertainers as of late, devaluing by a sizeable sum against the US dollar. Ghana's 

national bank has expanded loan costs from 15 percent to 16 percent, increasing its 

determination to end the decay of the cedi.  

 



 

 

Quick development has assisted with lifting per capita earnings - Ghana has made 

extraordinary walks in lessening neediness to under 30 percent of the populace and has 

as of late arrived at lower center salary status. Be that as it may, Ghana's far reaching 

relative destitution, represented by youngsters selling food in the city around evening 

time to help their families, is similarly striking. Around 52 percent of Ghanaians live 

on under $2 per day, another 27 percent on somewhere in the range of $2 and $4.In 

between the two boundaries is a "developing business sector white collar class". The 

African Development Bank evaluates that almost one of every five Ghanaians, or 4.6m 

individuals, is presently either lower or upper working class according to its, with a for 

each capita day by day utilization of somewhere in the range of $4 and $20.  

 

The IMF investigation reasoned that "Better foundation, improved access to credit, 

further interest in wellbeing and training, and supported macroeconomic strength will 

be vital to guarantee Ghana's proceeded with hearty and comprehensive development. 

The economy of Ghana progressed 7.9% year-on-year in the final quarter of 2019, 

enlivening from a 5.6% development in the past period. 

 

The Ghanaian economy has been in the for the most part unfree class since 2017, 

despite the fact that it has been advancing back toward the modestly free positions for 

as long as two years. A speeding up of GDP development coordinates that ascent, 

albeit a lot of it gets from the extending oil and gas division.  

 

1.2. Structural changes in the economy of Ghana over the year's economic 

improvement. 

Ghana is a politically, economically, ethnically and demographically diverse country. 

The origins of economic and social inequality between the north and south of Ghana 

are largely due to geography and historical legacies of inequality established in colonial 

times. Still, the country had and has been successful in preventing tensions and 

conflicts, in part because Ghanaian government has maintained ethno- regional 

balances in representation. 



 

 

 

A subsequent oil blast in Ghana is right now the latest Systemic Country Diagnostic for 

Ghana, Priorities for Ending Poverty and Boosting Shared Prosperity, examined the 

nation's chronicled advancement way to distinguish accomplishments and difficulties 

and chances to set up potential pathways to what's to come. Ghana's financial 

development rate balanced out in the mid-1990s and actuated an improvement energy 

that permitted the nation to accomplish lower center pay status in 2011.  

This development force helped place Ghana at the front line of destitution decrease in 

Africa. The nation accomplished the principal Millennium Development Goal (MDG) 

of diminishing the national neediness rate by the greater part, from 52.7% in 1991 to 

24.2% in 2012., Ghana's global destitution headcount, which was higher than the 

normal LMIC neediness rate during the 1990s, is lower today at 13.6% contrasted with 

18.3%. The national neediness rate declined by a record 12.2 rate focuses during 1991–

1998, by 11 during 1998–2005, and by 7.7 rate focuses during 2005-2012. At that point 

destitution decrease eased back significantly to just by 0.8 rate focuses during 2012–

2016, mirroring a crucial change in the example and drivers of growth. Creased 

horticultural creation and human capital improvement conveyed Ghana's quick and 

consistent decrease in neediness.  

 

Simultaneously, Ghana experienced a critical basic change and a quick urbanization. 

The portion of work in farming tumbled from 62% in 1991 to 42% in 2015 as it rose 

from 28 to 43% in administrations. Administration supplanted farming as the biggest 

division of the economy. In the interim, business saw its offer decay to the level where 

it had been in 1960, only 5.5% of GDP. Ghana has likewise experienced fast 

urbanization that is related with the move of work into administrations. The portion of 

the populace living in urban territories rose from 36% to 55% during 1990–2016.  

 

The nation's advancement was reflected in improved pointers of human capital turn of 

events. Future is currently 62 years. Ghana's Human Development Index rose 27% 



 

 

during 1990–2016. Fruitfulness diminished from 6.2 births per 1,000 ladies to 4.2 

during 1988–2014, decreasing Ghana's reliance proportion.  

 

A far reaching new dataset from the Ghana Statistical Service shows that throughout 

the most recent decade (2006‑16), non-oil GDP extended by 83% in genuine terms. 

Cultivating, angling and ranger service developed by only 44%, with all subsectors 

failing to meet expectations against the complete economy normal. Industry came in at 

80%, yet here one subsector—development, up by 199%-outflanked. The 

administrations segment developed best, up by 116%, with most subsectors likewise in 

front of normal; data and correspondence (up by 578%) was the star, trailed by fund 

and protection (234%), however transport and capacity developed by simply 63%.  

 

• Cultivating and angling fail to meet expectations: 

Cocoa's misfortunes imply that it currently represents under 2% of GDP from 3% of 

GDP in 2006, yet it despite everything gets significant state support as an outside cash 

worker. The new government needs to support different harvests, regardless of whether 

these would not be traded in indistinguishable volumes from cocoa. All things 

considered, expanded yield, conceivably combined with increasingly neighborhood 

handling, would likewise help the parity of exchange by diminishing imports. Other 

key yields are, at first, maize, rice, soybean, sorghum and vegetables. Comparable 

plans have been attempted previously and it appears that foundation (eminently an 

absence of water system) will keep on thwarting advancement. Environmental change 

and urban float will likewise neutralize endeavors to restore cultivating.  

 

• Administrations lead the way  

Instruction and human services are unsurprising champs here. Training developed by 

118% throughout the decade, with more kids (young ladies especially) in school. The 

broad pattern in training ought to quicken if open auxiliary secondary school turns out 

to be free, as planned by the administration. Medicinal services was up by 131% (when 

packaged along with social work); it would improve still if wasteful aspects in the state 



 

 

protection plot-which imply that cash doesn't stream in an opportune manner-can be 

settled.  

 

• Strategy Recommendations  

It is intriguing to inspect a few approaches identified with monetary determinants and 

its commitments to yield in since quite a while ago run.  

 

● Government ought to put resources into both assembling and farming areas to 

prosper by utilizing the income from oil, so as to stay away from the danger of falling 

into a Dutch illness which is step by step showing in the Ghanaian economy.  

 

● The administration ought to fortify the neighborhood budgetary area and make 

progress toward its mix into the worldwide money related market with the goal that it 

can exploit the differing monetary instruments which will give a fence against it future 

incomes from send out.  

 

1.3. Ghana labor market and its participation in African economic improvement 

Employment or, all the more suitably, absence of business is the absolute most 

significant financial and policy driven issue confronting policymakers in Ghana. While 

open joblessness is quite low, as indicated by authentic sources, an enormous extent of 

the Ghanaian work forces secured up atypical types of work in the supposed casual 

economy. Currently, the formal economy utilizes pretty much 10 percent of the 

absolute work power.  For example, joblessness protection and the kept debilitating of 

the more distant family sup-port framework, joblessness isn't an alternative particularly 

for youngsters. In Ghana one must work either in the formal or casual division. The 

primary element of the Ghanaian economy and its work advertise is the familiarity of 

employment and business connections. Over portion of every single Ghanaian grown-

up are self-employed or own-account laborers. For the individuals who are in wage 

work, a noteworthy proportion does not have formal manager representative 

relationship making it very hard to provide them with any type of social and legitimate 



 

 

assurance. Another element of the Ghanaian work advertise is the low degrees of 

wages. Indeed, even the individuals who are privileged to have occupations in the 

proper economy keep on confronting the difficulties of employment insecurity and low 

earnings. For most piece of the previous a quarter century, the national every day 

minimum wage was beneath US$2 per day.  

The World Bank assesses that the development in the income disparity during the most 

recent decade diminished the destitution decrease effect of development in the 

economy by very nearly 3 rate focuses. Destitution among the common laborers is still 

quite high in spite of the general decrease in the frequency of neediness in the nation. 

Amusingly, in the previous two and half decades, Ghana has accomplished and 

supported substantial improvements in monetary 'execution' This, as indicated by the 

World Bank. The growth in GDP has concurred with development in joblessness and 

underemployment particularly among the young. Simultaneously as financial 

development expands, the amount and quality of formal work have declined 

significantly. Genuine wages keep on decline due to high expansion and an ever 

increasing number of laborers are being caught in destitution. The Labor Market in 

Ghana. 

There port features essential work showcase issues including the socio-segment 

characteristics of the work power, business, joblessness, underemployment, and wages 

and working conditions. 

 

● Age Distribution of the Working-Age Population  

The GLSS V information shows that more than 33% (35.3%) of the working-age 

populace of Ghana falls inside the 15 and 24 age section; the age companion globally 

perceived as the youth population1. The adolescent populace in Ghana is formally 

characterized to incorporate people be-tween the ages of 15 and 35 years. This 

gathering establishes 62 percent of the working-age population. Table 1 gives 

additional data on the age conveyance of the working-age population. The huge portion 

of youth in the working age populace reflects the young nature of Ghana's populace as 

well as the way that the populace development rate among the adolescent is faring 



 

 

abundance of the national populace development rate. Somewhere in the range of 2000 

and 2005, the populace of the youth developed by 6.5 percent contrasted with national 

populace development pace of 2 percent during a similar period.  

 

• Area/Regional Distribution of the Working-Age Population.  

The spatial dissemination of the working-age populace of Ghana follows the example 

of regional dispersion of the national populace where most of the individuals are 

concentrated in the southern pieces of the nation. Just about 33% of the working-age 

population is in the Greater Accra and Ashanti districts, the two most crowded locales 

in Ghana. Ashanti region which is the most crowded district in Ghana has the most 

elevated extent (16.8%) of the working-age populace. This is trailed by t  Table 1: Age 

Distribution of the Working-Age Population 

Age  Frequency  Percent  Cumulative 

percent 

Youths (15-24) 7202 35.3 35.3 

(25-35) 5424 26.6 61.9 

(36-50) 5355 26.3 88.2 

(51-60) 2062 10.1 98.3 

(61-64) 355 1.7 100.0 

Total 209398 100.0  

Source: Computed from GLSS5 (2005/2018) 

 

● Sex dispersion of the Working Age Population.  

Females and guys establish 52.3 percent and 47.1 percent of Ghana's working-age 

population separately. This is valid for all the age bunches as appeared in Table 2. 

Nonetheless, as we shall see later in this paper, guys will in general be more dynamic 

in the work advertise than females.  

 

 

 



 

 

● Conjugal Status of Ghana's Working Age Population  

Most of Ghana's working-age populace (54.6%) is either authoritatively hitched or co-

habiting with an accomplice. More than 33% (36.1%) of the working-age populace has 

never wedded while 7 percent are either separated or bereft.  

 

Table 3: Conjugal Status of Ghana's Working Age Population  

Conjugal status Frequency Percent 

Married 9479 46.5 

Informal 1657 8.1 

Separated 465 2.3 

Divorced 679 3.3 

Widowed 748 3.7 

Never married 7267 36.1 

Total 20395 100.0 

Source: Computed from GLSS5 (2005/2018) 

The Greater Accra locale with 13.6 percent. The Central locale has the most reduced 

extent of Ghana's working-age populace (6.7%). 

 

Employment: 

The Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) characterized the "utilized" as all people who did 

some work for pay, benefit or family gain during the reference time of the study paying 

little mind to the number of hours they worked (GSS 2008). The utilized individuals 

establish most of the eco-nominally-dynamic populace. Among the grown-up populace 

(age 15 years and more established), almost seven out of ten (68.8%) are utilized. In 

outright terms, about 9.15 million people are estimated to be utilized in Ghana. In this 

paper we allude to this gathering as the workforce. Among the utilized or the 

workforce, the greater part (55%) are independently employed; the so-called own-

account laborers. While this gathering is monetarily dynamic and part of the workforce, 

the majority of them work outside the proper work showcase. Expressed in an 

unexpected way, since the independently employed don't sell their work benefits 



 

 

straightforwardly in the market they are regarded not to be standard titivating in the 

conventional work showcase. Around one-fifth of the utilized are working in family-

based ventures. This gathering is alluded to as 'contributing family laborers'. A 

further22.1 percent of the utilized are taking an interest in the work showcase either as 

employees (17.6%) or managers (4.5%) while 2.3 percent are understudy.  

 

Mechanical Distribution of Employment:  

The greater part (55.8%) of the workforce (for example every one of the individuals 

who are utilized) are utilized in agricultural part. The exchange and assembling 

divisions utilize 15.2 and around 11percent individually. Together, these three divisions 

utilize almost 82 percent of the workforce. It ought to be noticed that these areas are 

profoundly casual. This clarifies the high pace of informality of work in Ghana. 

Farming work is overwhelmingly country. Roughly 66% (75.3%) of the workforce in 

country regions and around one-fifth in the urban regions are utilized in the agricultural 

part. 

  

Joblessness:  

The jobless is characterized by the Ghana Statistical Service to incorporate all people 

who did not work however were effectively looking for work or were in any event 

accessible to take up work on the off chance that they were offered one during the 

reference time of the overview. One significant component of Ghana's work advertise 

is the low degree of wages and livelihoods. Earnings are low in both outright and 

relative terms. For most piece of our post-autonomy history, the national day by day 

the lowest pay permitted by law has been beneath US$2.00. All things being equal, 

significant extent of the working individuals, especially those in the casual section of 

the economy acquire underneath the official national the lowest pay permitted by law. 

In relative terms, compensation in Ghana are low when contrasted with compensation 

in different nations in the West African sub-area that are at equivalent degrees of social 

and financial turn of events. Besides, Ghana's work showcase is portrayed by 

significant levels of pay imbalances, as discussed prior in this report  



 

 

The lowest pay permitted by law in Ghana: 

In the previous ten (10) years, there has been a consistent increment in the official 

national minimum wage in Ghana. In 2000, the month to month the lowest pay 

permitted by law was ¢113,400 (GH¢11.34) or US$17.00.By 2009, the month to month 

the lowest pay permitted by law had expanded to GH¢71.69 or US$51.00. This 

represents more than five-overlay (531.6%) expansion over the period. In 2007, the day 

by day national the lowest pay permitted by law came to US$2.00 (US$54.00) which is 

the international upper neediness line. In 2008, the base was somewhat over the global 

upper poverty line. Be that as it may, in 2009, the lowest pay permitted by law 

(US$1.88) fell underneath the global upper neediness line in light of the adjustments in 

the estimation of the Ghana Cedi as far as the US dollar.  

 

Profit in Ghana: 

15 years and more seasoned and who got money installments for work during the 

reference time of the study, the normal month to month income was GH¢118.80.This 

converts into normal day by day income of GH¢4.40. The normal month to month 

income announced by people (GH¢131.76) was 22 percent higher com-pared to the 

normal month to month profit detailed by females (GH¢108.00). Reported higher 

normal profit than females in the greater part of the major financial areas with the 

exception of assembling, transport and correspondences, and open organization. Be that 

as it may, in ventures where females detailed higher normal profit than males, the 

differentials are not noteworthy. Normal month to month profit are most noteworthy in 

the monetary administrations area (GH¢332.64) and lowest in the rural division 

(GH¢88.56).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF GHANA: FOREIGN GOODS 

AND CAPITAL FLOW 

2.1. Export-import activity of Ghana 

Ghana is the 70th biggest fare economy on the planet and the 111th most complex 

economy as indicated by the Economic Complexity Index (ECI). In 2017, Ghana sent 

out $17.1B and imported $13.2B, bringing about a positive exchange equalization of 

$3.9B. In 2017 the GDP of Ghana was $59B and its GDP per capita was $4.49k.  

The top fares of Ghana are Gold ($8.35B), Crude Petroleum ($2.97B), Cocoa Beans 

($1.77B), Cocoa Paste ($538M) and Coconuts, Brazil Nuts, and Cashews ($325M), 

utilizing the 1992 modification of the HS (Harmonized System) grouping. Its top 

imports are Cars ($793M), Delivery Trucks ($442M), Refined Petroleum ($415M), 

Rice ($369M) and Non-filet Frozen Fish ($278M).  

 

The top fare goals of Ghana are India ($5.09B), China ($1.9B), Switzerland ($1.84B), 

South Africa ($918M) and the Netherlands ($911M). The top import birthplaces are 

China ($3.08B), the United States ($1.1B), India ($660M), Belgium-Luxembourg 

($637M) and the United Kingdom ($587M).  

 

Ghana fringes Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire and Togo via land and Benin and Nigeria 

via ocean. 

 

Imports of Goods  

(million USD):               13,089 (Source: WTO – World Trade Organization, 2018) 

 

Exports of Goods  

(million USD):               14,868 (Source: WTO – World Trade Organization, 2018) 

 



 

 

Imports of Services  

(million USD):                9,019 (Source: WTO – World Trade Organization, 2018) 

 

Exports of Services  

(million USD):                7,421 (Source: WTO – World Trade Organization, 2018) 

 

Trade Balance (million USD):                           1,809 (Source: World Bank, 2018) 

 

Foreign Trade  

(in % of GDP):                                                      71.7 (Source: World Bank, 2018) 

 

Main Partner Countries of Ghana 

Main Suppliers 

(% of Imports) 
2018 

China 19.1% 

United States 8.0% 

Belgium 5.8% 

India 5.7% 

Source: Comrade, Latest Available Data 

● Top 5 Export Partners of Ghana  

The Netherlands:  

The Netherlands and Ghana have kept up continuous strategic relations since 1701. 

Festivities were held in 2001 and 2002 to check this accomplishment. The solid 

chronicled and social ties among Ghana and the Netherlands for the most part center on 

the Dutch social legacy in Ghana. In organization with a scope of different gatherings, 

the Netherlands has reestablished a fortress and a few places of Dutch starting point, 

remarkably in the town of Elmina. Exercises in Ghana are subsidized from the Ministry 



 

 

of Foreign Affairs social program. Dutch common society is effectively engaged with 

advancing Ghana's turn of events.  

 

The United Kingdom:  

Cocoa, canned fish, foods grown from the ground and oil based commodities were top 

fare wares from Ghana to the UK in 2009. Exchange relations among UK and Ghana is 

being encouraged by the UK Trade and Investment (UKTI) segment of the British High 

Commission, an area devoted to helping UK organizations prevail in Ghana.  

 

France:  

France imports from Ghana incorporates timber items, leafy foods. Ghana wins the vast 

majority of its remote trade by sending out timber, cocoa and gold. With regards to 

timber send out, the nation relies for the most part upon the timberlands situated in the 

southwest district. The fare of timber and other woods items represented 11 percent of 

Ghana's fare profit and 6 percent of the GDP in 2000. The vast majority of Ghana's 

timber is sent out to the EU, and a portion of the items sought after incorporate cut 

facade, compressed wood, turning facade and oven dried timber. Other timber sends 

out incorporate twist facade, boules, furniture parts and air dried wood.  

 

The United States:  

The U.S. what's more, Ghana marked a Trade and Investment Framework Agreement 

(TIFA) in 1999. The fifth U.S. - Ghanaian TIFA Council Meeting was held in January 

2008. Soon thereafter, the United States and Mauritius propelled two-sided speculation 

settlement dealings. That year, the U.S. furthermore, Ghana additionally opened 

exploratory conversations on the chance of arranging a reciprocal venture arrangement 

(BIT). Ghana was the United States' 75th biggest merchandise trade showcase in 2013. 

U.S. merchandise fares to Ghana in 2013 were $1.1 billion, down 19.3% ($255 million) 

from 2012. The top fare classifications (2-digit HS) in 2013 were: Vehicles ($266 

million), Machinery ($200 million), Mineral Fuel (oil) ($110 million), Meat (poultry) 

($83 million), and Cereals (rice) ($79 million). U.S. agrarian fares in 2013 were $190 



 

 

million. Driving classifications include: poultry meat ($83 million) and rice ($69 

million)  

 

Germany:  

Germany was the absolute most significant goal of Ghana's fares, representing about 19 

percent everything being equal. A significant change happened in 1991 when the 

German Democratic Republic (GDR, or East Germany) revoked its bargain exchange 

concurrence with Ghana following the association of the two Germanys. Disregarding 

this, understanding was reached between the two nations to respect existing 

responsibilities.  

Main Products imported and exported 

17.1 bn USD 

of products 

exported in 

2018 

 11.9 bn USD 

of products 

imported in 

2018 

 

Gold, incl. 

gold plated 

with platinum 

35.6% Motor cars and 

other motor 

vehicles 

8.0% 

Petroleum oils 

and oils 

obtained from 

bituminous 

30.4% Motor vehicles 

for the 

transport of 

goods 

4.0% 

Cocoa beans, 

whole or 

broken, raw or 

roasted 

14.3% Rice 3.8% 

Coconuts, 

brazil nuts and 

cashew nuts 

2.7% Cement, 

cement 

clinkers.  

2.7% 



 

 

Cocoa paste, 

whether or not 

defatted 

2.3% Medicaments 

consisting of 

mixed or 

unmixed 

2.1% 

Source: Comrade, Latest Available  

 

Ghana has a differing and rich asset base. The nation is one of the main ten quickest 

developing economies on the planet, and the quickest developing economy in Africa. 

Blessed by the gods with characteristic assets, Ghana has generally double the per 

capita yield of the least fortunate nations in West Africa. All things considered, Ghana 

remains intensely reliant on global money related and specialized help. Ghana imports 

for the most part modern supplies, capital and purchaser merchandise and groceries. Its 

principle imports accomplices are China, United States, Belgium, United Kingdom and 

France. Ghana works a generally free market, having moderately low duties on 

imported items. Major horticultural food items brought into the nation incorporate mass 

wares and shopper prepared food items, for example, poultry. The following are the 

main 5 items imported by Ghana.  

 

Ghana main Imports  

Vehicles: 

The general pattern is towards vehicles with littler motor limit. Five entryway vehicles 

are commonly favored more than three entryway vehicles. Albeit littler in size, inside 

Ghana's new vehicle advertise, U.S. car vehicles and game utility vehicles are getting 

expanding famous (as it is simpler to acquire new parts than was already the situation).  

 

Conveyance Trucks: 

The principle open doors for U.S. exporters in this division lie in the fare of trade-in 

vehicles, especially utilized vehicles and trucks, to Ghana.  

 

 



 

 

Refined Petroleum: 

Ghana's oil area includes upstream and downstream exercises. There are more than 

twenty oil promoting organizations in Ghana. The private part, including the OMCs 

and others source and gracefully completed items through an open serious offering 

framework.  

 

Enormous Construction Vehicles: 

The Ghanaian development industry continues developing with significant 

development exercises in the streets, expressways and extensions segments, beach front 

works and private settlement. Development gear, especially re-molded hardware, is 

probably going to keep on being a promising sub-segment. Earthmoving gear is sought 

after for use in street development, mining activities and in business/private property 

advancement. Cost and financing terms are key contemplations for purchasers because 

of the low access/significant expense of nearby credit. U.S. hardware is profoundly 

seen and non-U.S. makers of development and earthmoving hardware were fairly 

delayed to enter the market at first. As of late nonetheless, there are signs that non-U.S. 

contenders are taking a gander at the Ghanaian market all the more forcefully.  

 

Rice: 

Rice is developed in all the farming districts of Ghana. It is developed for the most part 

in the valley bottoms, utilizing conventional cultivating rehearses. Current logical 

strategies for rice development through motorization and water system are step by step 

expanding, especially in the northern savanna zone and the Accra Plains of the Greater 

Accra district. By and by, nearby rice development doesn't fulfill neighborhood need. 

Ghana has an aggregate of 125,000 hectares of land under rice development.  

 

   2.2. The scope and main directions of foreign direct investment in Ghana 

Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Ghana 

As indicated by the UNCTAD's World Investment Report 2019, FDI streams in Ghana 

diminished from 3.2 million to USD 2.9 million somewhere in the range of 2017 and 



 

 

2018. The FDI stock came to USD 36 million of every 2018 and remained at the 55.4% 

of GDP. Mining and oil investigation are the principle segments that pull in the vast 

majority of the FDI. The nation has yearly highest points (Ghana Investment Summit) 

to situate itself as center in West Africa for outside financial specialists. China has the 

most noteworthy number of venture ventures enrolled with Ghanaian establishments, 

trailed by India, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Turkey, Mauritania and France.  

Furthermore, Ghana is one of the most popularity based nations in Africa, and it checks 

a huge and cheap work power, a significant agrarian base, various common assets and 

stable foundations. It is additionally one of the more open economies to outside value 

possession in the district. Notwithstanding, the oppressive organization, feeble 

efficiency, expensive and hard to acquire financing administrations, immature vehicle 

framework, uncertain property laws, visit force and water cuts and an untalented work 

power are the primary factors that prevent FDI. In the World Bank's 2020 Doing 

Business Report, Ghana positioned 118th worldwide for the simplicity of working 

together, losing four positions contrasting with the earlier year. In 2019, the legislature 

declared it would actualize ten significant changes to make sure about progressively 

outside speculations. The measures incorporate dematerializing charge, legitimate and 

business enlistment forms. Additionally, giving development grants, working licenses 

and distinguishing proof numbers will be robotized and digitalized. 

 

2.3. Country Comparison for the Protection of Investors 

Foreign Direct 

Investment 

         2016 2017          2018 

FDI Inward 

Flow (million 

USD)  

         3,485           3,255          2,989 

FDI Stock 

(million USD) 

        29,882           33,137         36,126    

Number of 

Greenfield 

          28            30            30 



 

 

Investments 

FDI Inwards (in 

% of GFCF) 

        34.0           n/a           n/a 

FDI Stock (in % 

of GDP) 

         69.1           n/a           n/a 

 

2.4. Overview of Ghana's investment climate and the degree of its 

Attractiveness to German investors 

 

• Political Relations  

Germany and Ghana keep up close and serious political relations. Ghana is a key 

accomplice for Germany in West Africa, as showed not least by the incorporation of 

Ghana in the G20 activity Compact with Africa under the German G20 Presidency in 

2017 and by the decision of a two-sided change and venture association that year. A 

wide scope of German establishments and go-between associations are dynamic in 

Ghana.  

 

● Financial Relations  

Ghana is one of Germany's most significant exchanging accomplices sub-Saharan 

Africa. The nation's two-sided exchange with Germany totaled 628 million euros in 

2018, speaking to an expansion of around 30 percent contrasted with 2017. Germany 

sent out products worth 231 million euros to Ghana in 2018, while bringing in 

merchandise worth 394 million euros. The Ghanaian Government is trying to 

invigorate the nation's economy, specifically by fortifying the private area, while 

likewise expecting to destroy existing obstructions to outside venture. Ghana is a part 

the G20 activity Compact with Africa, which was propelled under the German G20 

Presidency to improve conditions for private venture and accordingly support 

development and employment creation in Africa.  

 

 



 

 

● Advancement participation  

The point of German-Ghanaian advancement participation is to unite Ghana's status as 

a lower center salary nation by advancing supportable, comprehensive and destitution 

arranged financial development  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT PROJECT TO 

CONSTRUCT A SHOPPING MALL 

3.1. Examining of Infrastructure and revenue in Ghana 

3.1.1 Infrastructure 

Ghana's ability to completely ingest and profit by expanded ventures would depend to 

an enormous degree on the accessibility, quality and effectiveness of its infrastructural 

base. Foundation essentially penetrates different sub-parts including ports, streets, rail, 

aeronautics, power, water flexibly, transportation and media communications.  

 

The delicate segments of Ghana's foundation base have seen improving execution in 

the course of recent decades, in this manner helping the nation to keep up acceptable 

development. The nation's rising exchange has been reflected in developing freight 

throughput, which expanded from 15.99 million (2014) to about 23.13 million (2018). 

From 17.71 million out of 2010, the portable communication supporter base extended 

to 40.9 million by December 2018. Information and versatile entrance rates remain at 

88.84% and 138.8% separately (December, 2018).  

 

The Transportation portion, made up principally of street transport, sea and water 

transport, aeronautics and rail, is additionally seeing critical turns of events. The greater 

part of inland vehicle by and by occurs on the streets with over half of the national 

street organize surveyed to be in acceptable condition. The rail business in Ghana has 

an all-out track length of 1300km and works a course length of 947km. While the 

restoration of existing rail lines and the development of new ones are continuous (eg. 

Kojokrom-Tarkwa, Kojokrom-Manso, Achimota-Nsawam, and so on), Government is 

effectively looking for private division investment in the turn of events and recovery of 

the railroad foundation.  

 

The infrastructural base in the ICT sub-segment exemplifies undersea link availability, 

Private Licensed VSAT Systems, Fixed Wired Line Networks, Wireless Mobile 



 

 

Operators, Public phones frameworks, Internet Backbone Connectivity, Broadcasting 

Systems, and so on. The National Fiber Communications Backbone Infrastructure 

Network planned for giving open access broadband availability is additionally being 

consistently evolved.  

 

Evaluations propose an excess of 2,000,000 lodging units the nation over and a yearly 

conveyance pace of 20,000 units is required to satisfy need in the following 10 years. 

Government has made an empowering domain to give moderate, quality and 

satisfactory lodging and is additionally promising Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) in 

lodging advancement and development of subordinate offices.  

 

There are extensive venture openings in the segment. A portion of the open doors in the 

different sections are featured beneath:  

 

Streets and Transport  

Significant venture open doors for the streets and railroad transportations in the zones 

of development, support and administrations.  

Rail updates and traveler rail transport on picked hallways  

Lake transportation frameworks  

Air transport administrators for local and sub-local administrations  

Redesigning of existing trunk streets 

 

   TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

The arrangement of foundation and activities in all methods of transport in Ghana are 

ruled by the state. With the exception of on account of street transport, the open part 

has been intensely engaged with tasks in all modes and has imposing business model 

over rail and inland water transport.  

 



 

 

Transport is imperative to the Ghanaian economy. It is assessed that street transport 

represents 96% of traveler and cargo traffic in Ghana and about 97% of traveler miles 

in the nation.  

Street transport in Ghana might be ordered into 4 principle sections, specifically urban, 

express administrations, provincial urban and country. The interest for urban traveler 

transport is for the most part by occupants driving to work, school, and other financial, 

social and relaxation exercises. Most urban transportation in Ghana is by street and 

given by private vehicle including taxis, smaller than normal transports and 

state/private-bolstered transport administrations. By street transport transports are the 

fundamental method of transport representing about 60% of traveler development. 

Taxicabs represent just 14.5% with the remaining represented by private vehicles.  

 

● Railroads:  

A triangular rail organize (of 950km) joins the three urban communities of Kumasi in 

the core of the nation, Takoradi in the west and Accra-Tema in the east. The system 

associates the fundamental rural and mining locales to the ports of Tema and Takoradi. 

It has mostly effectively hauled minerals, cocoa and timber. Significant traveler traffic 

is additionally carried on the system.  

 

There are firm plans by the Government to build up the rail arrange all the more 

broadly to deal with up to deal with up to 60% of strong and fluid mass freight haulage 

between the ports and the inside and/or the landlocked neighboring nations toward the 

north of Ghana and somewhere else.  

 

● Air Travel:  

The nation is at the center point of a broad global (and national) aircraft organize that 

associates Ghana to Africa and the remainder of the world. Most significant global 

bearers fly normally to Kotoka International Airport (KIA) in Accra, the fundamental 

passage point to Ghana via air.  



 

 

This is the aftereffect of Ghana's open skies approach, which liberates an air space 

controller from the limitations on limit, recurrence, course, structure and other air 

operational limitations. Basically, the arrangement permits the Ghana Civil Aviation 

Authority (GCAA) to work with negligible limitations from avionics specialists, aside 

from in instances of security and guidelines or potentially prevailing situation to twist 

economic situations.  

 

● Water Transport  

The Volta Lake was made in the mid 1960's by building a dam at Akosombo and 

flooding the long valley of the River Volta. It is the biggest man-made lake on the 

planet extending 415km from Akosombo 101km north of Accra, to Buipe in northern 

Ghana, about 200km from Ghana's outskirt with Burkina Faso.  

As a conduit, the Volta Lake assumes a key job in the "Ghana Corridor" program by 

giving a valuable and ease option in contrast to street and rail transport between the 

north and the south. Ghana is in a worthwhile situation, by uprightness of her seaports 

and inland lake transport framework, to support the oceanic needs of land-bolted 

nations toward the north of Ghana.  

 

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE 

The energy division is the life saver in the improvement of any country. This 

conviction educated the choice to attempt the development of the principal 

hydroelectric (Akosombo) dam in 1965, which keeps on being a significant interest in 

Ghana's monetary history. Throughout the years with the expanded interest by power 

clients for more noteworthy security and unwavering quality different wellsprings of 

intensity – warm, sun powered and recently windmills, - have been added to the age 

blend. The push of Government approach in the vitality area is to push for a critical 

increment in its vitality assets to turn into a net exporter of both force and fuel.  

 

Ghana's capacity gracefully sources are from hydroelectricity, warm powered by raw 

petroleum, flammable gas and diesel, sun oriented and furthermore imports from La 



 

 

Cote D'Ivoire. Ghana additionally trades capacity to Togo, Benin and Burkina Faso. 

Continuous matrix extensions would permit further fares to other neighboring nations 

in the sub locale.  

 

HARBOR INFRASTRUCTURE 

Ghana has two (2) business ports: one at Tema, in the east and the other at Takoradi in 

the west. An inland port is under development at Boankra, close to Kumasi. The port of 

Tema covers 166 hectares of water territory encased by 2 embankments. There are 2 

quays lodging 12 multi-reason billets. Quay 1 houses billet 6-12, while Quay 2 houses 

compartments 1-5. These compartments are worked as regular client and a wide scope 

of payload including dry masses, steel items, packed away freight, papers, vehicles and 

holders. There is a terminal for dealing with rough and other fluid oil based 

commodities. The oil compartment can suit big hauler of up to 244 meters long with a 

most extreme draft of 9.7metres.  

 

GHANA REVENUE 

The three assessment income offices, the Customs, Excise and Preventive Service 

(CEPS), the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Value Added Tax Service (VATS) 

and the Revenue Agencies Governing Board (RAGB) Secretariat were converged as 

per Ghana Revenue Authority Act 2009, Act 791. The Ghana Revenue Authority 

(GRA) along these lines replaces the income organizations in the organization of 

assessments and customs obligations in the nation.  

 

The Ghana Revenue Authority (GRA) has been built up to:  

- Integrate the administration of Domestic Tax and Customs  

- Modernize Domestic Tax and Customs tasks through the survey of procedures and 

systems  

- Integrate Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and Value Added Tax Service (VATS) into 

local assessment procedure on useful lines.  

 



 

 

The GRA has three principle divisions:  

- Customs Division  

- Domestic Tax Revenue Division  

- Support Services Division  

 

The three-winged structure intended to guarantee most extreme productivity in the 

Authority's center business of income activation consolidates the administration bolster 

administrations of money, organization, research of the recent offices under one 

Support Services Division, leaving the Customs Division and the Domestic Tax 

Revenue Division unrestricted by fringe capacities to concentrate completely on 

income assortment with Support Services Division supporting them with the necessary 

administration administrations.  

 

The objects of the Authority are to:  

1. Give an all-encompassing way to deal with duty and customs organization;  

2. Lessen authoritative and charge consistence cost and offer better assistance to 

citizens;  

3. Advance effective assortment of income and the evenhanded appropriation of 

taxation rate and guarantee more prominent straightforwardness and respectability.  

4. Guarantee more prominent responsibility to Government for the expert 

administration of expense organization;  

5. Improve data linkage and sharing of data among the Divisions of the Authority;  

6. Give a one-stop administration to citizens for the accommodation of profits and 

installment of expenses;  

7. Give basic duty techniques that empower citizens to be administered by a solitary 

arrangement of rules: and  

8. Accommodate different issues identified with the improvement of income 

organization.  



 

 

3.2. Substantiation of the investment project for the construction of shopping 

mall, Assessment of the need for investment resources and identification of 

sources of their involvement. 

Cases analyzed 

Since the shopping center undertakings are planned moderately close in time for the 

brief compensation of the venture cost, the precision of auxiliary structure plan at the 

preconstruction stage ought to be guaranteed. Subsequently, postpone factors in 

development calendar ought to be completely recognized and managed at the 

preconstruction stage. The deferral of basic work routine causes the postponement in 

the generally speaking venture plan, expanded overhead expense, and slamming of the 

general undertaking. The goal of this paper is to propose an improved administration of 

a shopping complex task plan, in which the best possible planning for the work fruition 

in time is guaranteed by recognizing the chief elements for the deferral of auxiliary 

system and their relationship positioned through a relapse investigation. 

The designing of a shopping center needs a brief restitution from the advancement 

venture by finishing the undertaking as quickly as time permits. In this manner, the 

shopping complex development ventures are booked snappier than conventional 

development ventures. Also, mirroring the present pattern of increasing and 

progressively confounded, numerous utilitarian offices are furthermore planned. The 

temporary worker must, along these lines, plan the timetable administration very well 

ahead of time. In any case, there have been many revealed cases of not finishing the 

auxiliary structure in time. As the outcome, the remaining development is compelled to 

abbreviate its finish time, and the general task is once in a while smashed. This prompts 

a diminished benefit of the ventures.  

 

This examination expects to research the postpone factors for the auxiliary structure of 

the shopping complex through contextual investigations of comparable shopping 

complex undertakings in the past so as to propose a strategy to finish the development 

venture in time through the avoidance of these postpone factors. It is consequently 

trusted that this exploration can be utilized as a source of perspective for comparative 



 

 

ventures later on by proposing an improved administration plan and procedure. This 

examination researched issue zones for the local development temporary workers in 

completing mega size shopping center development ventures to dissect the reasons for 

the issues and to devise  

Elective plans. Much of the time, the development length for these activities is booked 

as fast as conceivable by the engineer, and the span of the auxiliary structure takes an 

extremely high extent of the whole development term. Also, when the span of the basic 

system is deferred in plan because of any reasons including unavoidable conditions, the 

remaining development is regularly smashed. As the outcome, the quality and the cost 

administration become troublesome, and both the designer and the temporary worker 

cannot accomplish the agreeable result. The kinds of the information are those 

components that can impact the development term as recorded in the table 1 beneath. 

Table 1. Brief description of project data 

            No          DATA            No  

            1 Name of the 

project 

           14 Duration of 

earthwork 

            2 Site area (m2)            15 Duration of sub-

structural work 

            3 Building 

area(m2) 

           16 Duration of 

super-structural 

work 

            4 Total floor area 

(TFA,m2) 

           17 External 

finishing work 

            5 Number of 

basement 

           18 Internal 

finishing work 

            6 Number of 

floors 

           19 Working cycle 

of substructure 

            7 Underground 

depth 

           20 Working cycle 

of superstructure 



 

 

            8 Total building 

height 

           21 Starting Date of 

structural work 

            9 Framework of 

substructure 

           22 Area of 

basement 

           10 Framework of 

superstructure 

           23 Percentage of 

basement to total 

floor area 

           11 Starting date            24 Shape factor 

           12 Completion date            25 Average floor 

height 

           13 Overall 

construction 

duration 

           26 Delayed time 

(dy's) 

Construction Planning 

Construction planning is a key and testing movement in the administration and 

execution of development ventures. It includes the decision of innovation, the meaning 

of work errands, the estimation of the necessary assets and terms for singular 

undertakings, and the ID of any collaborations among the diverse work assignments. A 

decent development plan is the reason for building up the spending plan and the 

timetable for work. Building up the development plan is a basic assignment in the 

administration of development, regardless of whether the arrangement isn't composed 

or in any case officially recorded. Notwithstanding these specialized parts of 

development arranging, it might likewise be important to settle on authoritative choices 

about the connections between venture members and even which associations to 

remember for an undertaking. For instance, the degree to which sub-contractual 

workers will be utilized on a venture is frequently decided during development 

arranging. A few ventures are fundamentally isolated into cost classifications with 

related expenses. In these cases, development arranging is cost or cost situated. Inside 

the classes of consumption, a differentiation is made between costs acquired 

legitimately in the exhibition of an action and in a roundabout way for the achievement 



 

 

of the undertaking. For instance, obtaining costs for venture financing and overhead 

things are regularly treated as aberrant expenses. For different undertakings, booking of 

work exercises after some time is basic and is accentuated in the arranging procedure. 

For this situation, the organizer protects that the best possible priorities among 

exercises are kept up and that productive booking of the accessible assets wins. 

Customary booking techniques accentuate the support of assignment priorities 

(bringing about basic way planning strategies) or proficient utilization of assets after 

some time (bringing about employment shop planning methods).  

 

ALTERNATIVE EMPHASES IN CONSTRUCTION PLANNING 

 

                                                                           Construction planning    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cost oriented                                                                     Schedule oriented 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Direct cost                  Indirect cost                                        Time oriented              Resources oriented 

 

 

 

3.3. Estimated income calculation and assessment of the economic 

Attractiveness of the investment project 

The attractiveness and financial sensibility of skyscraper development is controlled by 

the advancement level of the domain where the task is intended to be executed. The 



 

 

intricacy here is to pick another option; which intends to pick the domain more favored 

for putting resources into a skyscraper development venture. Reinforcing rivalry 

furthermore, the steady immersion of interest in the development market of megacities 

around the world cause the biggest development organizations to enhance their 

business, coordinating improvement to certain local market segments. 

 

Reason  

Individuals visit shopping centers not exclusively to purchase an item they need yet in 

addition to appreciate the climate or condition of the strip mall. In view of structure and 

eco-common habitat, the reason for this paper is to break down the fascination 

elements of strip malls.  

 

Discoveries  

Strip malls are, by definition, spaces with an elevated level of plan of the business 

condition. For this situation, as confirm in the consequences of this examination, the 

structure of biological spaces and conditions has the capability of turning into a field of 

enthusiasm for the business the board of malls, given its latent capacity impact on 

visiting and shopping expectations.  

 

Inventiveness/esteem  

The principle creativity of this examination was to experimentally incorporate and 

exhibit the impact of structure and common eco-condition on the expectation to visit, 

alongside different components considered in past examinations. Subsequently, 

distinguishing proof of explicit experimental discoveries identified with the manner in 

which fascination factors work permits advertising chiefs and supervisors to improve 

their administration choices concerning plan and execution of showcasing systems, 

strategic choice direction, dynamic appraisal or control, and the proposition of elective 

situating properties, for example, the structure, the board, and course of action of eco-

indigenous habitats that permit to expand the quantity of visits and buys inside these 

foundations. 



 

 

Why do I want to build a Mall? 

Malls have been offering very goodreturns - Agreed. The first few shopping centers in 

the country have yielded excellent returns, giving the industry a model to yield good 

returns. Low land costs and high rentals used to offer good returns to any investor. 

Should this be the primary motive, there could be two possible ways to move forward. 

A - Sell the mall as soon as it is leased, because a sold model offers quicker returns and 

doesn't make you hold the property for a long term 

B. Build a mall on strong fundamentals after answering all the questions below. This 

would mean develop a shopping center which can stand the test of time and can give 

healthy returns to all the key stakeholders. 

 

How much Does It Cost to Build a Mall?  

It's not modest to construct a shopping center.  $24.9 million for a medium-sized 

shopping center, excluding land buy and clearing. To assemble a shopping center, 

destruction might be fundamental, and this will add essentially to the all-out expense.  

A commonplace shopping center has four grapple stores, two stories, and 56,000 

square feet. Normally, shopping center sizes and expenses change significantly as 

indicated by size, site conditions, development methods, occupants, conveniences, and 

area.  

Shopping center development requires the interest of a proprietor/designer, modelers, 

general temporary worker, and subcontractors. Commonly, shopping centers use "best" 

quality structure procedures and materials so as to limit holding and protection costs. 

 

The average total cost is average $24.9 million, and here follows the breakdown: 

Expense                                                                     Cost 

Materials                                                                  $11.9 million 

Labor                                                                       $9 million 

Equipment                                                      $1.2 million 

Miscellaneous                                                      $1.9 million 

 



 

 

HOW I PLAN TO MAKE MONEY FROM THE SHOPPING MALL: 

 

1a. Fixed rent [6000.00 dollars] 

: an amount of money that the tenant has to pay monthly 

 

2. Rental from outdoor refreshment area [700.00 dollars]: 

According to a shopping construction, an outdoor walking haul and rooftop 

area are always available. You can use those areas to lease if your tenant has 

needs. 

 

3. Rental from event space [1200.00 dollars]: 

Most of the shopping malls in town have a big space under the void. That 

should be used as the event space for the shopping mall to make some good 

 

for the community or improve sales for tenants. An event space is not 

necessary to be inside of the shopping mall but outside also. As long as the size 

of the land can work for vendors. To note, the rental of the event space at the 

weekend should be higher than the weekday. 

 

4. Rental from license agreement [600 .00 dollars]: 

According to Investopedia, a license agreement is a written contract between 

two parties, in which a property owner permits another party to use that 

property under a specific set of parameters. In this case, we are talking about 

advertising deals. There are so many places that you can use to rent out as an 

advertising spot in a shopping mall. It’s such as escalator, lift, walking haul. 

Center haul, wall, or parking lot… 

 

Normally, the landlord will rent these out for free to support tenants by the 

beginning. Later, the landlord can start to think about gaining money from 

the tenant if the tenant needs. 



 

 

 

The advertising banner is a good investment for the landlord if they already 

think about it in the beginning. If the landlord doesn’t want to spend too 

much money, they can use a static banner. Or else, they can spend a lot of 

money on a flash banner, which can make a huge return back. An advertising 

banner can work very well that depends on the location of the mall. 

 

5. Rental from Non-NLA [800.00 cedi]: 

Non-NLA is a flexible deal and normal for a small area in a short term 

contract. The landlord can use those space to lease out for pushcart, game 

machine, ATM or kiosks…. 

 

6. Electricity and Water Payment [100.00 dollars]:my price [150 dollars] 

 

It’s not a big surprise that the mall operator always charges utilities higher 

than an actual price. Regularly, it will be 30% higher than the price that the 

landlord signed with the government. 

 

7. Parking fee [5.0 dollars]: 

It’s a big discussion for any mall developer to decide. Should a mall take a 

parking fee from customers? 

 

To be fair, I will not take parking fees for customers in at least 1 months of 

the beginning. It helps customers to feel more comfortable to get used to the 

parking area and the mall as well. After a certain time, they can consider to 

take it. 

 

8. Rental from storage [60,000 dollars]: 

It’s a quite common deal if your shopping mall is outside of a big city. The 

tenant always requires for storage, especially for F&amp;B, fashion or footwear 



 

 

tenant. 

– Showcase rental 

– Telecom Equipment rental 

– Carwash 

– Telephone rental 

– Selling soft drinks at your center 

 

1. Net present value 

$24.9 million 

Ec= $11. 9 million +$1.2million + $1.9 million = $24.9 million 

 

Ec $11.9 

L$ 9 

M$ 11.9 

E$ 1.2 

M$ 1.9 . MILLION 

=35,9 / 0.4 = 8,975 

(NPV)=8,975 

 

2. Profitability index 

Pi = 

110 shops x 6000= $660,000 

40 ROR x $600= $24,000 

30 RES x $1200= $36,000 

25 RLA x $600=$15,000 

15 RNNLA x $800=$12,000 

Bills $50 X 12=600X120shops=$72,000 

PF $5 X 900k cars in a year =$4,500,000 

RS= $60,000 

Total in 1 year= 5,379,015 



 

 

 

3. Payback period 

Pp= 5years 

4. Internal rate of return 

IRR = 20% (calculated by Microsoft ) 

 

The average construction costs are $442 per square foot, although costs range from 

$225 to $450 per square foot. These cost estimates assume that labor belongs to unions 

without mob control. 

 

Non-unionized labor has the following national average costs: 

Profession                                                        Average Hourly Wage 

Excavators, masons, and carpenters                   $70 per hour 

Electricians                                                  $65 to $85 per hour 

Painters                                                            $45 to $65 per hour 

Plumbers                                                           $20 to $35 per hour 

 

Architect Costs 

Typically, architects will consume about 17% ($4.23 million) of the total budget to 

build a mall. In return, I will receive the following services: 

 

● Develop/ascertain project budget 

● Draft plans for proposed work 

● Create schematics and floor plans 

● Interface with structural engineers and governmental planning agencies 

● Finalize all details for drawings, materials, and finishes 

● Serve as or work with the project manager 

● Obtain permits 

● Advise about selection of contractors and bids 

● Complete all documents necessary for construction 



 

 

 

Contractors Costs  

Undoubtedly, the temporary worker is answerable for the day by day the board of the 

undertaking. Regularly, temporary worker cost includes 14% ($3.49 million) of the 

complete financial plan. Moreover, a contractual worker may remove $3+ million in 

aberrant charges and markups. Temporary worker undertakings include:  

• Getting all materials and administrations  

• Choosing and recruiting subcontractors  

• Teaming up with the draftsman and the proprietor to assess plans  

• Pulling all licenses for work and establishment of utilities  

• Managing all development  

• Giving last cleanup of the building site 

 

The venture I'm engaged with (huge, blended use, 56000 square feets) needs a part of 

retail for accommodation to the occupants - Great. To add a scramble of retail to an 

enormous blended use improvement is an extraordinary thought, however the parts of 

this retail may fluctuate as indicated by the necessities of the purchaser. In any case, it 

isn't generally important to build up an enormous strip mall when you are building up a 

huge township. A medium sized convention-retail arrangement can likewise do the 

enchantment. Understanding the necessities and satisfying them is the key.  

 

This area has incredible potential, with families who are aching for a decent 

shopping/diversion outlet - EXCELLENT. On the off chance that the essentials 

propose that the area can possibly support a strip mall and there is a market hole which 

can be abused, it offers the most ideal justification to build up a mall. The key 

achievement factor for any strip mall is the catchment and the client base. In the event 

that they hold returning for additional, you have achievement.  

 

Who is going to shop here?  



 

 

As of now talked about, when the goal of building up the inside is determined, it is 

essential to comprehend the end client. Without a doubt - who will come to shop here? 

What their identity is? What are their salary levels? What do they like to search for? 

These are the essential inquiries that should be replied. A strip mall isn't worked for the 

engineer or the financial specialist or the retailer, however for the client who will come 

and shop there. Understanding them from a financial point of view and cost design is 

the key.  

 

What are the choices this shopper has?  

Understanding the current markets and where individuals shop is basic. In the event 

that one is to build up another market, it ought to get the upfront investment from the 

clients. Accordingly, it is imperative to know where they like to shop and what do they 

like to search for. Understanding the current and future rivalry in the commercial 

center/small scale advertise is critical.  

 

What is the market hole and where right?  

Going ahead from the past two inquiries, one needs to discover the holes in the market. 

What does this customer need and need, and what is accessible to him in the current 

markets? What are the items/classifications, for which the catchment needs to reach 

past their customary commercial center? What is the up and coming rivalry offering, 

and what are the holes that despite everything stay in the market? These inquiries give 

you an away from of the item blend, which is significant for building up a middle that 

will observer prompt purchase in from clients.  

 

It additionally encourages us answer the subject of how enormous a strip mall ought to 

be. Lamentably, we regularly choose the size of the mall dependent on the size of the 

land package and the FSI/FAR accessible on the land. This course might give us a 

precise appraisal of the correct size for a strip mall that an area requires.  

 



 

 

An exceptionally relevant inquiry. When there are existing commercial centers that the 

customers are now used to and alright with accessible, for what reason would they go 

to another venture? The previously mentioned three inquiries should offer the major 

structure obstructs for this response. On the off chance that one knows the customer 

and what they need and want, and one realizes what is accessible to them serenely and 

what isn't, it is simple for to recognize the occupants and exchange classes that will 

separate this inside from the others. In the event that the client goes to the middle for 

one of these requirements, it is generally straightforward to make them return for 

different things too, giving that one has secured the basics of the client's needs and 

wants.  

 

The separation for an inside cannot exclusively be from the viewpoint of the blend, yet 

could likewise be on a calculated level, where a middle is arranged diversely and offers 

a comparative blend in an alternate configuration/condition that clients appreciate. Be 

that as it may, the response to this can just come post activities, however a decent 

comprehension of the clients can give reasonable thought ahead of time. 

 

 CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSALS 

The district's speculation security is a subsystem of the district's monetary security, 

described by a functioning also, feasible speculation process, greatest utilization of the 

domain's speculation potential, good venture atmosphere and the capacity to forestall 

the dangers for successful venture for the steady advancement of the district's economy. 

The arrangement of giving venture security of the area is a complex of associations and 

organizations that actualize a scope of measures and decide the component for 

controlling the speculation action at the local level and recognize, kill and forestall the 

negative effect of remote capital on the economy as well. The components of venture 

security with a positive effect incorporate venture potential and speculation allure. For 

this situation, the primary factor influences the second one. The components of the 

locale's speculation security with a damaging effect – the dangers to speculation 



 

 

security – are the occasions that may happen in the future and unfavorably influence 

the area's venture security.  

 

Investigation of the area's venture security incorporates: uncovering (deciding) dangers 

to the locale's speculation security, framing a lot of markers required 

For diagnosing the locale's venture security, framing gatherings of speculation security 

markers; finishing the investigation for each gathering of markers; checking the 

circumstance when all is said in done; leading the examination of the acquired 

aftereffects of surveying the condition of the area's speculation security. 

Pointers of the area's venture security include:  

General pointers of the venture condition (GRP, GRP per capita, proportion of open 

obligation to GRP, the quantity of violations per 100.0 thousand individuals); pointers 

of venture assets (speculations in capital resources, interests in capital resources for 

GRP, volume of interests in capital resources per capita, speculation coefficient to the 

detriment of own assets, of possession); pointers of the aftereffects of use of 

speculation assets (interior expenses for logical research to GRP, appointing of new 

capital resources, portion of charging of the new capital resources in the general 

progression of assets, coefficient of capital resources reestablishment, coefficient of 

capital resources removal, coefficient of capital resources deterioration, portion of 

interest in the dynamic piece of capital resources in the aggregate sum). We complete 

normalization of the got numerical values for every marker with its regularizing 

esteem. At that point, the figuring of the indispensable markers for each gathering of 

markers is finished, just as the figuring of the general indispensable marker of 

speculation security. Further research ought to be coordinated to endorsement of 

acquired outcomes while surveying the venture security of the district. A field-tested 

strategy ought not to be something you get ready once, at that point put on a rack 

furthermore, and overlook. Dynamic arranging ought to be a vital piece of dealing with 

your business. Best endeavors set up a three-to-multiyear marketable strategy 

consistently. This includes refreshing a year age's marketable strategy by contrasting 

the arranged figures and objectives with results accomplished and considering changes.  



 

 

 

a. Surveying the circumstance  

This ought to be an evaluation of how your clients, accomplices, rivals and providers 

see your business. It should respond to the inquiry "where are we now?" It ought to 

likewise be a legit and self-basic exercise attempting to answer the significant 

questions any businesspersons ought to ask themselves consistently: "What are our 

significant qualities and principle shortcomings?" "What would we be able to progress 

nicely and what should we not be doing by any stretch of the imagination?" "What are 

the significant errors we have made in the past and what would we be able to gain from 

them?" "Do we make a sensible number? of slip-ups?"  

 

b. Building up a strategic  

Before continuing further you ought to detail an unmistakable statement of purpose for 

your venture. Building up your crucial regularly the most significant piece of the 

dynamic arranging process since it can alter or reconfirm the course of your business. 

Missions are planned to give a feeling of direction and go about as a device for 

conveying where the business is going. Investors, representatives and colleagues can be 

better propelled and bolster the strategic they know what it is.  

 

• Your vision says how you see yourself in the far future. It communicates what you 

need your organization to turn into. A dream shared by all the individuals concerned 

with the business is a significant factor for its effective turn of events.  

• You’re strategic what you need to accomplish. It expresses the advantages your 

business will bring to customers, representatives, investors and the network as a 

entirety.  

• Your way of thinking communicates the qualities and convictions of your 

association's culture.  

• Your procedure shows how to arrive.  

A business is frequently established on the vision of a person. As the substance 

develops, the association may lose its unique raison d'être and its crucial change. The 



 

 

mission ought to be inspected consistently and if essential adjusted. This ought to be 

giving a refreshed image of what you are attempting to accomplish and replying 

questions, for example,  

 

• What business would you say you are in?  

• What do you do best?  

• Whose requirements do you meet?  

• What necessities do you meet?  

• What advantages do you produce?  

Methods of reasoning or qualities ought to be remembered for the composed 

marketable strategy. They are a significant establishment that ought to be imparted to 

all levels inside your association and to your outside colleagues. A steady corporate 

culture furthermore, a great comprehension of the element's bearing and qualities can 

improve dynamic and staff efficiency. Staff may rest easy thinking about what they do. 

Individuals are propelled by something other than getting a pay. The vision, crucial, 

and technique of a firm are normally evolved by the top administration, some of the 

time at an off-site area has numerous advantages (getting away from the everyday 

interruptions with the end goal of this procedure).  

 

c. Preparing  

After the strategic the philosophical premises have been characterized, you have to 

begin the real work of setting up the field-tested strategy. Some significant issues you 

need to address when preparing are:  

• Appointing a facilitator. Name the staff part that will be liable for organizing the 

business arranging process and for conveying the last archive (business arranging 

venture administrator) in time.  

 

• Hiring a facilitator. Think about the estimation of an accomplished facilitator. 

Recruit one on the off chance that you don't have a staff part that is accessible and 

has the significant experience and ability in controlling complex business arranging 



 

 

forms. All the time an outer individual - nonpartisan and autonomous - can be of an 

incentive in directing complex agreement looking for meetings. This individual 

ought to be learned about the prerequisites of the peruses of the marketable strategy.  

• Defining undertakings. Characterize the various undertakings and steps engaged 

with the procedure, the planning of these and the general timetable for the work.  

• Identifying colleagues. Distinguish the individuals who will be engaged with the 

process and characterize their jobs, abilities, duties and anticipated 

commitments/expectations.  

• Gathering data. Accumulate and arrange all the essential data that will be required 

from interior and outer sources (advertise reviews, provides details regarding 

rivalry, new mechanical turns of events, and so on.). Notwithstanding data 

accessible in-house, there are significant sources and devices, for example, industry 

affiliations, databases and specific experts to be thought of.  
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